
1 INTRODUCTION 
 

Mayrbaurl and Camo (2004) reported 52 suspension bridges in North America. The cables of 
29 of them are aerially spun, 21 have helical strands and 2 have Prefabricated Wire Strands 
(PWS). Analysis typically assumes that the high-strength parallel cable wires are subjected to 
uniform uniaxial tension. The dominant nature of the primary design load justifies that assump-
tion, however significant “secondary” bending stresses are also present. Bending a cylindrical 
wire with radius r to (or from) a curvature with radius R induces in it the following bending 
moment M and corresponding maximum stress σb: 

        M = EI/R                                                                                                                          (1)                                                                                                                                                                  

        σb = M/S = Er/R                                                                                                        (2)                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

where: I = πr
4
/4 is the moment of inertia of the wire section; and S = I/r is the wire section 

modulus.          
    Figure 1 illustrates the evolution of high-strength suspension cable wires over the course 

of the 20
th
 century. The air-spinning method of construction was dominant during most of this 

period. It subjects parallel wires to bending in three primary ways. The highest bending stresses, 
combined with compression occur at the anchorages where wires wrap around shoes with a very 
small radius. Gimsing (1997) reports a radius of 400mm at the Great Belt Bridge. Older strand 
shoes are smaller, as shown in Figure 2. The wires bent around them have developed plastic de-
formation.  

Bending to a larger radius and compression are combined at the tower saddles as well. For a 
radius R = 7000mm, 2rwire = 5mm and E = 205GPa, Gimsing (1997) obtains bending stress σb = 
73MPa (11ksi), or roughly 10% of the cable’s working stress. Cold-drawn cable wires however, 
are not straight. During the air spinning their pre-existing curvature matches that of the saddle, 
thus reducing the bending stress. After attaining their final cross-section during the drawing 
process, the wires cool off to a naturally curved shape with a diameter of 2 to 4m. Straightening 
a curvature with radius R = 2000mm would induce a maximum stress σb = 240MPa (34 ksi), 
approaching the uniform working stress for which older suspension cables have been designed. 
Based on X-ray diffraction tests, Mayrbaurl and Camo (2004) estimated bending stresses of up 
to + 250 MPa (36 ksi) due to straightening. Cracks invariably occur on the side where straight-
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ening has produced tension. As shown in Figure 1-f, cable wires retain some of their original 
curvature after 100 years of service, demonstrating that they were never stressed to yield. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Suspension cable wires: a) Traditional galvanized wire with splicing ferule; b) Non-galvanized 

“black” wire; c)The type of wire used in the Great Belt Bridge cables; d) Pre-straightened wire, used in 

PWS strands with a ductile break; e) Z-shaped wrapping wire; f) Non-galvanized wires from the cables of 

the Williamsburg Bridge. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Anchorage of suspension cable built by the air-spinning method. 

 
  Recent suspension bridge cables are built of pre-straightened wires (as shown in Figure 1- 

d), bundled in Prefabricated Wire Strands (PWS), and socketed at the anchorages. Saddles are 
profiled and the compacted hexagonal cables are rotated as shown in Figures 3 and 4. Thus lo-



cal wire bending is reduced or eliminated.  A fourth source of “secondary” bending are the ca-
ble bands where suspenders transfer the bridge loads to the main cables, as illustrated in Figures 
3 and 5.  

 

 
Figure 3. Profiled tower saddle, cable and cable band on the Akashi-Kaikyo Bridge. 
 

 
Figure 4. Perfectly compacted 127 PW Strand of Akashi-Kaikyo Bridge. 

 
Gimsing (1997) modeled the secondary bending as a function of the in-plane rotation of the 

cable bands.  Lee and Kim (2016) expanded the model to consider variable wire friction be-
tween cable bands and correlated their findings with test results. The present model adopts the 
same general assumptions, appropriate for the behavior of a string with localized bending stiff-
ness at the application point of a transverse force. Rather than assume a rotation at the cable 
band, it models the equilibrium of the cable, subjected to the transverse force of a suspender. 
The suspender forces are critical to both bridge design and service, and hence, their estimates 
and measurements are relatively available.  Consequently, the model can estimate the secondary 
stresses at cable bands for a number of existing structures.   



 
Figure 5. Cable, bands, suspenders and mid-span clamp at the Great Belt Bridge. 

2 GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS 

2.1 Geometry and load 

According to Irvine (1981), “by the late 17
th
 century the Bernoulli brothers (Jacob [1654 – 

1705] and Johann [1667 – 1748]), Leibnitz [1646 – 1716] and Huygens [1629 – 1695], more or 
less jointly discovered the catenary”. Leonard Euler (1707 - 1783) defined the catenary or fu-
nicular curve as the optimal shape minimizing potential energy of a string without bending 
stiffness under a load uniformly distributed along its length. Rough estimates however, continue 
to be made for uniform loads distributed along the horizontal projection of a cable, suspended 
from two end points at the same elevation, as shown in Figure 6. The following notation is 
adopted: 
f = cable sag; p = uniform vertical load distributed along the cable horizontal projection; L = 
horizontal distance between the supports; T = tension in the cable, variable along its length; 
Tmax = tension at the supports; H, V = horizontal and vertical components of Tmax. 
 

 
Figure 6. String subjected to uniformly distributed load along the horizontal chord. 



 

   The resulting shape w satisfies the following relationships: 
            w = 4f(x/L)

2 

            f = pL
2
/8H 

            V = pL/2  
            Tmin = H = pL

2
/8f  at x = 0                                                                                           (3) 

            Tmax = [(pL
2
/8f)

2
 + (pL/2)

2
]

1/2
 = [(L/4f)

2
+1]

1/2
pL/2                                                     (4) 

     For the generic L/f = 10: 
            Tmin = 1.25pL 
            Tmax ≈ 1.35pL 
    The uniform load p would induce in N uniformly spaced suspenders tension P equal to: 
             P = pL/N                                                                                                                     (5) 
    Consequently, midspan: 
             P/Tmin = 8f /(LN)                                                                                                         (6) 
             P/Tmin = 1/N for L/f = 8. 

2.2 Wire behavior 

Gimsing (1997) and Lee and Kim (2016) demonstrate that the secondary bending induced at 
cable bands propagates along the cable, depending on the level of friction between the wires. 
Cable wire friction is never fully known, but inferred from the degree of wire compaction. 
Compaction, in turn is quantified by comparing the cable circumference to the net area of the 
wires. It is also correlated to the tension in the wrapping wire. It serves two main purposes. For 
one, it reduces the voids where humidity can condense into water and cause corrosion. Second, 
friction should restore the working stress state of broken wires over the so-called “clamping dis-
tance”. Estimating the clamping distance became critically important at the Williamsburg 
Bridge in 1988. The viability of the suspension cables was questioned after many wires were 
lost to corrosion (Figure 1-f). Assuming no friction between the wires would have implied that 
the remaining wires were stressed to unacceptably high levels. The retraction of broken wires 
however, suggested a clamping length not exceeding the distance (and the clamping effect) of 2 
cable bands (Steinman Boynton Gronquist & Birdsall, 1988). This motivated the decision to re-
habilitate, rather than replace the bridge (Williamsburg Bridge Technical Advisory Committee, 
1988).   

     Gjelsvik (1991) showed that under perfect compaction the clamping distance would be 
relatively short, due to the Poisson effect, causing a broken wire to expand at the stress-released 
end. Under perfect compaction each wire is in contact with the 6 surrounding ones, as shown in 
Figure 4. The equilateral triangle defined by the centers of three identical tangent circles is the 
simplest repetitive unit of the resulting hexagon and directly obtains the ratio between the solid  
and the total area, as shown in Equation 7.  

 
               πr

2
/(2r

2
3

1/2
)  = 0.907                                                                                                (7)  

     
     The diameters of bridge cables and the number of wires in them suggest a typical 

void/solid ratio of 1/4. Compaction is higher for PWS cables.  
     Wires are carefully compacted during construction, spiral wrapping wire is tensioned, and 

cable bands are tightened against slippage. Nevertheless, Lee and Kim (2016) report that the 
“fixing” cable band on the Yi Sun-sin Bridge was tightened only after the PWS cables had ad-
justed their position to dead load, in order to reduce secondary bending stresses. Gimsing 
(1998) describes the stress analysis of a cable band at the Great Belt Bridge as follows: “A 2-D 
FEM model was established to investigate the very complex stress distribution in the clamp and 
the interconnection between the cable and the clamp. The model comprised elements of the ca-
ble, the upper cable clamp part, and the lower cable clamp part, including the eye plate. The up-
per and lower parts were interconnected by elements representing the screwed rods. Between 
the cable elements and the clamp elements special surface elements allowing sliding were ap-
plied. The Young’s modulus for the cables in the cross-section analysis was determined so that 
the diameter will be reduced by 5mm when the bolt tensioning load is applied.”   



    As a result of optimizing the various conflicted construction and service constrains, the 
friction in the wires is maximized under the cable bands, and remains somewhat indeterminate 
between them. Gimsing (1997) assumes that wires are fully restrained within the cable bands 
and free to slip between them. Then both conditions are relaxed over an “effective length”.  

3 THE DEFLECTED STRING 
 
Figure 7 illustrates the wire deflection under the extreme cases of fixed and free sliding 

wires. The simplified models assuming cable band effects ranging from local to global are illus-
trated in Figure 8. 

 

 
Figure 7. Deflection and stress distribution in fixed and sliding parallel wires. 

 
Assuming that slippage is constrained by the cable band, but reduced to a negligible level 

within half the distance to the next one, would allow treating the case shown in Figure 8 b) as 
sufficiently similar to the ideal case of Figure 8 a), whereas case 8 c) would not apply. The de-
flected shape w(x) of Figure 8 a) is described by Equation 8: 

 
                d

4
w/dx

4
 – λ

2
 d

2
w /dx

2
 = 0                                                                                        (8) 

 
where λ = (T/EI)

1/2
[1/length]; T = string tension force; and E = Young’s modulus. 

 The cross section is a circle with radius r, area A = πr
2
, moment of inertia I = Ar

2
/4, and sec-

tion modulus S = I/r.  
 The solution of Equation 8 is of the following form:   
 
                 w = Ax + B + Csinh λx + Dcosh λx                                                                     (9)  
 The boundary conditions are: 
 
                 x = 0:  w = 0; dw/dx = 0          
                 x →∞: d

2
w /dx

2
 = 0; dw /dx = α 

  



 
Figure 8. Models of string deflection: a) Local bending effect, decaying as x→∞; b) Local bending effect, 

sufficiently decaying as x→Lb/2; c) Bending effect extending over the distance Lb between cable bands. 

 

    Applying the first three B.C. obtains the following form: 
 
                  w = C[1 – λx + sinh (λx) – cosh (λx)]                                                                 (10) 
                 dw/dx = λC[cosh (λx) – sinh (λx) – 1]                                                                 (11)                                                                         
 
    For small α, Equation 11 obtains:  
 
                  C = - α/λ; α = P/2T; and hence, C = -P/(2λT)     
    Hence: 
                  w = (P/2λT) [λx -1 + cosh λx – sinh λx]                                                             (12)    
   Equation 13 is obtained after the following substitutions: 
                 cosh λx = (e

λx
 + e

-λx
)/2 

                 sinh λx  = (e
λx

 - e
-λx

)/2                 
                 w = (P/2λT) (λx -1 + e

-λx
)                                                                                     (13) 



 
   The slope, moment M and shear Q are obtained by derivation in Equations 14, 15 and 16.  
                  dw/dx = (P/2T) (1 - e

-λx
)                                                                                      (14) 

                  M = EI d
2
w/dx

2
 = (P/2λ)e

-λx
                                                                                 (15) 

                  Q  = - dM/dx = (P/2)e
-λx

                                                                                       (16)            
   The results are illustrated in Figure 9. Setting e

λx
 = 0.5 obtains the “half-length of influ-

ence” over which M and Q decay by 50% of their maximum values at x = 0. The half-length of 
influence is related to the radius r of the string in Equations 17, 18, and 19: 

                
                x = 0.69/λ = 0.69/(T/EI)

1/2
                                                                                     (17)   

                x/r = 0.69/(λr)                                                                                                        (18) 
                λr = r(T/EI)

1/2
 = 2r(T/EAr

2
)

1/2
 = 2(σ/E)

1/2
                                                              (19) 

 
where σ = T/A is the tension stress in the string. 

     The respective half-lengths of influence xc and xw for a “solid” cable with n wires and ra-
dius Rcable, and for n independent wires with radii rwire subjected to the same uniformly distribut-
ed  tension are compared in Equation 20.  It is noted that λcable/λwire = rwire /Rcable.   

 
                 xc/xw = Rcable/rwire                                                                                                   (20) 
              
    At the Williamsburg Bridge, rwire = 0.096in (2.95mm), n = 7696. The “net steel” cable ra-

dius should be approximately R = 8.4in (0.214m). Assume σ = 44ksi (304MPa). Substituting 
these values in Equations 17 through 20 obtains: 

 
     xc = 8.86Rcable = 74.4in (1.9m); xw =  8.86 rwire =  0.85in (21.6mm); xc/xw = 87.5 
 
   Table 1 contains values of λr = 2(σ/E)

1/2
 and x/r = 0.69/(λr) for a practical range of stresses 

σ. Young’s modulus E = 29,000ksi (205MPa). Figure 10 illustrates the reduction of the influ-
ence length x with the increase of the stress σ. 
 
Table 1. λr = 2(σ/E)

1/2
 and x/r with respect to the string tension σ. 

_______________________________________________________________ 
  

                 σ                        λr               x/r               (E/σ)
1/2 

____________________                                                

      ksi           MPa 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 

      25            173             0.059        11.95              34.05 
      50            346             0.083          8.37              24.08 
      75            518             0.102          6.80              19.66       
    100            690             0.117          5.90              17.03 
    125            863             0.131          5.35              15.23       
_______________________________________________________________ 

 
From Equation 15 the maximum bending moment Mmax occurring at x = 0 is equal to: 
            
                Mmax = P/(2λ)                                                                                                         (21) 
 
The maximum bending stress σb can be expressed in one of the forms in Equations 22 and 23: 
 
                 σb = M/S = Pr/[2I(T/EI)

1/2
] = P(E/TA)

1/2
                                                              (22) 

 
                 σb = (P/T)(Eσ)

1/2 
= 2α(Eσ)

1/2 
                                                                                (23) 

 
The last expression in Equation 23 matches Equation 2.82 in Gimsing (1997). As noted 

therein, σb depends on the tension stress σ in the string (be that cable or wire), and not on its di-
ameter. The ratio σb/σ between the bending and the axial stress is as follows: 

  
                σb/σ =  P(E/TA)

1/2
/(T/A) = (P/T)(E/σ)

1/2
                                                               (24) 

 



 
Figure 9.  Decay of M and Q with respect to x. 

 
Figure 10. Relationship of λr, x/r and σ.  

   



4 EXAMPLES 
 
The relationships derived thus far are applied to the bridges enumerated in Tables 2, 3, and 4. 

The iconic Brooklyn Bridge is omitted, because it is a hybrid combining suspenders and stays.    
The following notation is used:  

pcable = the cable weight distributed uniformly along the span L; p = specified maximum vertical 
load uniformly distributed along the span L; Tmax = maximum cable tension at the supports in-
duced by p; Tmin = minimum cable tension mid-span, induced by p; σmax = Tmax/A is the maxi-
mum design stress of the cable wires; σmin = Tmin/A; σtensile = specified wire strength; N = number 
of suspenders.       

Table 2.  Design parameters of representative bridges.  
________________________________________________________________________________________________________  
  

Bridge                            L            L/f             dwire     wires/cable       Acable          σtensile               N  

                               ________             __________                   __________________ 

                                 ft        m                   in
2
      mm

2
                    in

2
        m

2
      ksi   MPa    ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________                 

Williamsburg              1600     488     9.09    0.192    4.88      7,696     222     0.144     220   1518        77     
Manhattan                   1472     449     9.09    0.192    4.88      9,462     280     0.180     220   1518        81     
George Washington    3500   1067   10.00    0.196    4.98    26,474     800     0.520     220   1518        57              
Golden Gate               4200   1280      8.94    0.192    4.88    27,572     800     0.520     220   1518        83        
Mackinac                    3800   1158   10.75    0.196    4.98    12,580      380    0.245      220   1518       95            
Great Belt                   5325   1624     9.00    0.211     5.37   18,648      655    0.424      228   1570       69*     
Akashi-Kaikyo            6528   1991   10.00    0.206    5.23    36,830    1226    0.791      260   1800     141         ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

*Including the center clamp. 
 
The following sources are quoted in Table 2: 
Williamsburg (4 cables): Steinman Boynton Gronquist & Birdsall (1988) measured forces at 

the anchorage eye-bars, averaging at roughly 9000 kips per cable. Design had assumed σtensile = 
198ksi (1367MPa), however tests (ibid.) obtained 220ksi (1518MPa). 

Manhattan (4 cables): During the recent replacement the suspender forces were set at P = 130 
kips. In this case the vertical load transmitted to the cable by the suspenders pb and the total load on 
the cable p are: 

           pb = PN/L; p = pcable + pb. 
George Washington (4 cables): Dana et al. (1933) reported design loads and cable parame-

ters. 
Golden Gate (2 cables): Strauss (1937) reported design loads and the cable parameters. 
Mackinac (2 cables): The sources are secondary. According to Nishino et al. (1994) the 

Mackinac Bridge cables are built of wires similar to those of the Golden Gate Bridge, and were 
designed with the same allowable stress. At the Golden Gate σtensile / σmax = 220/78.17 = 2.8. At 
Mackinac that ratio would obtain Tmax = 29,857 kips. However Tmax = 32,258 kips has also been 
reported. This higher value was used, obtaining σtensile/σmax = 2.6. 

Great Belt (2 cables): Gimsing (1998) reported the maximum cable force of 331 MN at the 
saddle, towards the side span, and σtensile = 1570 MPa, resulting in σmax/σtensile = 2. According to 
the author, this is “in compliance with the requirement for a minimum safety factor (corre-
sponding to 2.2 on the characteristic load)”. 

Akashi-Kaikyo (2 cables): HSBA (1998) reported σmax = 1800MPa and a stress factor of 2.2, 
resulting in σmax = 119 ksi (818 MPa).  
    The values in Table 3 are obtained by Equations 3 and 4 herein for the specified maximum 
vertical load p uniformly distributed along the span L, as shown in Figure 6. 

The tension forces Tb
max and T

b
min in Table 4 result from a vertical load pb = p - pcable, distribut-

ed uniformly along the span L. P = pbL/N is the average force transmitted to the cable by the 
suspenders as shown in Equation 5. The values of σmax and σmin are enumerated in Table 3. The corre-
sponding bending stresses induced at the cable bands by the suspenders are obtained by Equa-
tion 22 and enumerated in Table 5. As Equation 22 indicates, σ

b
min > σ

b
max.  

The relationship between σb/σ, σ , and P/T values, obtained in Equation 24 is plotted in Fig-
ure 11. The respective positions of the representative bridges are numbered as in Table 5. 



Table 3.  Parameters of representative bridges based on the maximum design stress in the cable σmax.  ________________________________________________________________________________________________________  
  

     Bridge                          pcable              p                    Tmax                  Tmin                   σmax                  σmin            

                            ___________________________________________________________ 

                                k/ft   KN/m   k/ft    KN/m    kips     MN      kips     MN      ksi   MPa    ksi  MPa             ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________                 

Williamsburg              0.754   11      4.95      72        9,832     44       9,000       41       44    304     40    276      
Manhattan                   0.951   14      8.10    118      14,800     66     13,547       62       53    365     48    334      
George Washington    2.717   40    12.60    184      59,200   264     55,200     246       74    511     69    476      
Golden Gate               2.717    40    12.60    184      65,045   291     59,373     266       78    538     72    497      
Mackinac                    1.290   19      5.48      80      32,258   144     27,983     125        85    587     74    511     
Great Belt                   2.224   33     11.30   165      74,106   331     67,619     302      113    780    103   711     
Akashi-Kaikyo           4.164    61    16.60    243   146,013   652    135,456     605      119    818    110   800     ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

Table 4.  Values of  pb, T
b
max, T

b
min, P and T/P for the representative bridges.  

________________________________________________________________________________________________________  
  

Bridge                            pb                 T
b

max               T
b
min                    P              P/ T

b
max       P/ T

b
min 

                                            ____________________________________________  
                              k/ft    KN/m      kips    MN        kips     MN     kips     MN 

____________________________________________________________________________________         
Williamsburg               4.20      61       8,342      38       7,636       34         87     0.39    0.0104       0.0113 
Manhattan                    7.15    104     13,065      58     11,959       53       130     0.58    0.0100       0.0120 
George Washington     9.90    145     46,514    208     43,371     194       608     2.71     0.0131      0.0140 
Golden Gate                 9.90    145     51,107    228     46,650     208       500     2.23     0.0098      0.0107 
Mackinac                     4.20       61     24,723    111     21,447       96      168      0.75    0.0068      0.0078 
Great Belt                    9.10     132     59,678    265     54,454     243      702      3.12    0.0117      0.0129 
Akashi-Kaikyo           12.40    182   109,070    487   101,184     452       574     2.55     0.0053      0.0057 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

Table 5.  Estimated bending stresses in the cables of the representative bridges.  
______________________________________________________________________________________  
  

Bridge                                 σ
b
max                      σ

b
min                                σ

b
max /σmax          σ

b
min/σmin 

                                                    ________________________  
                                       ksi      MPa        ksi      MPa 

____________________________________________________________________        
1. Williamsburg                  11.0        75       11.42       79                 0.25             0.29 
2. Manhattan                       11.6        80       12.09       84                 0.23             0.25 
3. George Washington        17.0      117       17.60     122                 0.22             0.26 
4. Golden Gate                    13.4        92       14.00       97                 0.17             0.20 
5. Mackinac                          9.4        65        10.00      69                  0.11            0.14 
6. Great Belt                       19.2      132        20.00    138                  0.17            0.20 
7. Akashi-Kaikyo                 8.5        58          8.78       61                  0.07            0.08 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 
Figure 11. Relationships between σb /σ, σ, and P/T.  



5 CONCLUSIONS 

The proposed technique provides a simple and realistic estimate of the bending stresses oc-
curring at cable bands in the parallel wires of suspension bridge cables. It relies on the basic pa-
rameters describing the cables of suspension bridges, including the cable sag, main span and 
number of suspenders.  The tensions in the suspenders and the main cable are broadly assumed 
herein, however these parameters are of primary interest beginning with the design of a bridge 
and throughout its service. As a result, the method provides realistic estimates, consistent with 
other sources on the subject. It does not take into account for local effect, such as the condition 
between the saddle and the first cable band, discussed by Gimsing (1997). Non-uniform distri-
bution of tension among cable strands and non-uniform loads along the bridge span are not con-
sidered. Also not considered are the local stress effects of the wires upon exiting from the cable 
bands and the eccentricity at the transfer of the suspender load. 

  Gimsing (1997) points out that the maximum stress (σmax = σ + σb) is the same, whether all 
parallel wires bend as a compact section or in individual “layers”. In the “fixed” case however, 
only the “outer layers” are subjected to σmax. In a circular section, there are fewer wires in the 
“outer layers”. Under free slippage, all wires experience the same σmax. The secondary bending 
stress σb is independent of the dimensions of the “string” and hence, the results apply to cables, 
strands, and wires. They depend on the tension σ in the “string”, and the spacing of the sus-
penders. As a result, “secondary” bending at cable bands appears more significant at older 
bridges, such as the one illustrated in Figure 12, than at the most recent record holders in the 
field.  

 

 
Figure 12. Inspection and re-compaction of a 100 year old cable. 
 

Applied to some familiar bridges, the method obtains σb/σ ranging from relatively low to over 
25%. The difference parallels the evolution of suspension bridge design and construction over 
the 20

th
 century. Between the completion of the Brooklyn Bridge in 1883 and that of the 

Akashi-Kaikyo in 1998, the diameter of cable wires has grown from 0.192in (4.88mm) to 0.21in 
(5.37mm) and the strength has increased from 160ksi (1.1GPa) to 260ksi (1.8GPa). Prefabricat-
ed Wire Strands have replaced the air spinning method. Corrosion is no longer retarded by in-
hibitors, but precluded by dehumidification. The design ratio of σtensile/σmax has dropped from 
over 4 at the Williamsburg (1903) and Manhattan (1909) Bridges to 2.2 at the Great Belt and 



Akashi-Kaikyo. Thus the management of recently constructed and century old suspension ca-
bles differ distinctly. Higher wire strength leads to higher working stresses and improves the 
overall stiffness, concurrently reducing the ratio σb/σ. As one consequence, at the 1624m span 
of the Great Belt, suspenders can be spaced 24m apart without causing significant secondary 
bending.  On the other hand, wire ductility and tolerance to corrosion are reduced. Sensitivity to 
fatigue may increase.  

With age, the assessment of the older suspension bridge cables gains importance for many 
reasons. Secondary stresses may be one of them. Assuming that wires alternate between perfect 
fixity under the cable bands and perfect slippage between them is extreme, but usefully reminds 
that bending is maximized at the band’s edge. Broken wires at older bridges are frequently 
found at cable bands, on the cable underside (also known as “6 o’clock”). Since the same areas 
are also most susceptible to corrosion and other local effects, pitting and stress of different ori-
gins contribute inseparably. Pre-existing micro-cracks further complicate the assessment. 
    The effects of compaction are reconsidered during the rehabilitation and in-depth inspection 
of suspension cables, such as the one in Figure 12. Suspenders are replaced at roughly 40-50 
year cycles. Monitoring by various non-destructive (some of them invasive) methods is ex-
plored. Recent studies show that dehumidification can be effective at older bridges as well.  
These operations are costly, but inevitable over the hundreds of years of service. 
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